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softRoller™
Smooth and silent soft touch roller blinds

S M Lxs



Domicet softRoller™ Spring mechanisms.

Speed reducer module integrated 
on the spring mechanism.

Individually designed tube adapters 
to fit a wide range of tubes.
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softRoller™ Spring mechanisms with 
integrated speed reducers  - 25, 28, 
32 and 38 mm.

softRoller™ Spring mechanism 
with integrated speed reducers - 
17 and 20 mm.

Optional softRoller™ Limiter. 

The Domicet softRoller™ component range includes spring mechanisms with new smooth and silent 
integrated speed reducers, new metal brackets in two sizes, a new mounting rail, nice slim bracket 
covers in several colors and a new easy to install soft touch tassel.

The new softRoller™ range of mechanisms with integrated speed reducers is very extensive and 
fits aluminium tubes in sizes 17, 20, 25, 28, 32 and 38mm and steel tubes in 17 and 28mm.

The tubes are standard tubes that are widely used in the business and therefore the product is 
easy to integrate into most component ranges without having to add any special tubes. 
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New brackets in two sizes - for 17-28 and 
for 32-38 mm.

New Domicet softRoller™ components

Easy to install soft touch tassel.

Slim design bracket covers in several colors.

S M Lxs

The softRoller™ system is a reliable and affordable solution for making chain-free, 
child-safe blinds. The mechanisms are manufactured in-house by Domicet in Finland.



Slim plastic covers for finished look.

New rigid metal brackets.

softRoller™ Spring mechanism 
with integrated speed reducer.
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Mounting rail for both small and medium sizes.

Minimal light gap.

The softRoller™ spring mechanisms with integrated speed 
reducer are available in all sizes both as a constant tension 
version and as a mechanism with stop function. 

The Domicet softRoller™ mechanisms can be used by manufacturers of window coverings for residential 
use or for instance for vehicles as well as by manufacturers of insect screens, screen doors etc. 

The softRoller™ spring mechanisms with integrated speed reducer can also be used with the Domicet cassette 
systems Module, Vario and Multi.


